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Copy Paste download A: You are missing the fc_files.xml. fc_files.xml from Wikipedia. Ask HN: How do you handle bad
actors/spam at your service? - spaf I'm currently in the process of building a web service which I hope will become a "king" on
the web in the space of embeddable site widgets. I'm fully aware of the pitfalls involved with building a service that only relies
on a "business relationship" with their client, so I'd be very happy to accept the burden of taking the rough with the smooth.
We're trying to build this in an open way, but one thing that worries me is that we're vulnerable to people who want to hijack our
account and spam our users. How would you solve that problem? ====== nupark2 It really depends on what your service
actually does, and how likely it is to have any value to spammers. If you can demonstrate that the account security _per se_ is
worth less than spammers' time, then it's a pretty good win. If not, then nothing will save you. In either case, you're probably not
going to like the results. I've been around the block enough to know that "not all developers are beautiful," and it's really not
worth your time to worry about those who are just going to do the bare minimum to get freebies. I do think this is an area that
can benefit from a standard. The uTorrent and BitTorrent protocol are both widely adopted, so it makes sense for the UDP
protocol of the BT client to be the same as the TCP protocol for the uTorrent client. ~~~ spaf What would the "bare minimum
to get freebies" be in this case? We're looking for people to make money from our widget (eg not free, but not expensive). ~~~
nupark2 The bare minimum is likely to be "IP address", though "sock" is probably more common. It's trivial to craft
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